Abstract. Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common types of malignant tumor in the world and occurs through a multi-step process resulting from the accumulation of genetic and epigenetic alterations of the genome. Although the molecular mechanisms of the pathogenesis of CRC remain unclear, the inactivation of tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) through promoter methylation serves an important role. Aberrant methylation is a well-defined marker of CRC. At present, the epigenetic silencing of protocadherin 10 (PCDH10) has been identified as an important TSG with key roles in colorectal carcinogenesis, invasion and metastasis as a frequent and early event. Advances in gene methylation detection in tumor tissues and body fluids have led to the development of non-invasive screening methods for CRC. The present study aimed to review the epigenetic alteration of PCDH10 in CRC development, and the potential of PCDH10 to be a non-invasive biomarker for CRC.

1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common types of malignant tumor in the world (1). The development of CRC is a multi-step process resulting from the accumulation of genetic and epigenetic alterations of the genome (2). The loss of genomic stability and subsequent genetic alterations in tumor suppressor genes (TSG) and oncogenes may initiate carcinogenesis and tumor progression (3). A number of genetic aberrations have been identified in CRC, occurring in the APC, V-Ki-ras2 Kirsten rate sarcoma viral oncogene (KRAS) and TP53 genes (4,5). In addition to genetic changes, epigenetic deregulation including aberrant DNA methylation as a marker of cancer has been extensively studied in CRC (6). Epigenetic gene silencing is associated with the onset and progression of various types of cancer, and it is accepted that epigenetic alterations precede genetic changes during tumorigenesis (7). Aberrant methylation of cytosine-guanine (CpG) islands in TSG promoter regions has been previously proposed as a novel candidate cancer biomarker (8).

Protocadherins (PCDHs) are cadherin-associated receptors that serve an important role in the establishment and function of specific cell-cell connections and in tumor development (9,10). Previously, frequent epigenetic silencing of protocadherin 10 (PCDH10) was revealed in colorectal carcinogenesis. PCDH10 has been proposed to be a tumor suppressor gene involved in the processes of growth control, cell invasion and metastasis (11). The present study focuses on previous findings and aims to review the epigenetic alteration of PCDH10 in CRC development, and the possibility of PCDH10 methylation being a biomarker for CRC diagnosis.

2. Characteristics and biological functions of PCDH10

PCDHs constitute a major subfamily of the cadherin superfamily (12). The PCDH family may be divided largely into 2 groups, based on their genomic structure: Clustered PCDHs (PCDHα, δ and γ families) constituting gene clusters on a single chromosome and non-clustered PCDHs scattered over different chromosomes (13,14). The majority of non-clustered
PCDHs are cell-adhesion molecules with 6 or 7 cadherin motifs in their extracellular domain and several cytoplasmic domains. Non-clustered PCDHs may be classified into three groups: δ1, δ2 and ε subgroups (15). All PCDHδ members contain highly conserved motifs (CM), CM1, 27 amino acids and CM2, 17 amino acids, in their cytoplasmic domains.

The human PCDH10 gene, termed OL-PCDH or KIAA1400, is located at 4q28.3 on the long arm of chromosome 4 and is a member of the subgroup of PCDHδ2 without phosphatase-1α (PP1α) binding domain (RRVTF, CM3) (16). Unlike other PCDH family members expressed predominantly in the nervous system, PCDH10 has been identified to exhibit widespread expression in almost all normal tissue (17,18) and contains 6 extracellular repeats, a transmembrane domain and a unique cytoplasmic domain (19), including CM2, homologous to a laminin-type epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like (LE) domain (17), as demonstrated in Fig. 1A. CM2 is also similar to the C2HC-type zinc-finger or zinc knuckle finger motif (20), and represents a functional interaction domain of PCDH10, which may mediate intracellular signal transduction.

Previous studies have demonstrated that PCDH10 is involved in several important biological pathways in different types of tumor cells. Although PCDH10 appears to lack the β-catenin binding cytoplasmic site present in classical cadherins (21), it may affect the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway (22,23). It was revealed that PCDH10 induced apoptosis by inhibiting the nuclear factor (NF)-κB pathway in myeloma cells (24), or by interacting with human brain expressed X-linked 1 in imatinib-induced K562 cell apoptosis (25), indicating the proapoptotic and drug-resistance reversal role of PCDH10. PCDH10 exhibits cell-to-cell adhesion activity with a weak binding ability, suggesting that the cytoplasmic domain may not efficiently stabilize those intercellular interactions to facilitate adhesion or may negatively regulate their extracellular adhesions (15). The underlying mechanism is hypothesized to be distinct from that of classical cadherins. PCDH10 interacts with Nck-associated protein 1 (Nap1)/WAVE1, and the PCDH10/Nap1/WAVE1 complex affects actin assembly and subsequently regulates cell migration (26). However, PCDH10/Nap1/WAVE1 complex controls actin assembly remains unknown. The molecules interacted with or regulated by PCDH10 are described in Table 1.

The minimal promoter region of PCDH10 is identified as the segment between nucleotides -144 and -99, containing a CAAT box and a GT box, which are required for promoter activity, and a putative transcription factor binding site for AP-4. Specificity protein (Sp)1/Sp3 and core binding factor (CBF)/NF-Y transcription factors are crucial to the basal expression of PCDH10 (27). Previously, PCDH10 was revealed to be a transcriptional target of tumor protein (p53) and that the levels of PCDH10 expression may be induced by wild type p53 but not mutant p53 in a number of human cancer cell lines (28), suggesting that PCDH10 may be involved in the signaling pathway of p53 regulation, as illustrated in Fig. 1B. Yu et al (29) identified cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (CDKN1A), FGFR2 and HIV-1 Tat interactive protein 2 (HTATIP2) as the upregulated target genes in a PCDH10 re-expressing gastric cancer cell line by complementary DNA microarray analysis, and hypothesized the molecular events mediated by PCDH10, including induction of apoptosis, control of cell growth and inhibition of invasion and metastasis. The signaling pathways involved in PCDH10 regulation are illustrated in Fig. 2. The comprehensive functions of PCDH10 require additional investigation.

3. Role of PCDH10 as a functional TSG in CRC

Previously, an association between PCDH10 and tumor development has been proposed. PCDH10 downregulation is involved into several types of cancer, including gastric, hepatocellular, colorectal, breast, cervical, lung, nasopharyngeal, esophageal, pancreatic and bladder cancer (30-35). Functional studies have also identified PCDH10 as a potential novel tumor suppressor gene in multiple types of cancer (18,32,33). The present study demonstrated that PCDH10 may suppress cell proliferation and invasion in colorectal cancer RKO cells. Flow cytometry analysis of PCDH10-re-expressed RKO cells revealed a significant decrease in the number of cells in the G2/M phase, and an increase in the number of cells in the G0/G1 phase, without inducing apoptosis (11). The ectopic expression of PCDH10 significantly reduced the colony formation efficiencies of the HCT116 cell line in monolayer culture and soft-agar assays in vitro (18) and suppressed tumorigenesis and liver metastasis in vivo, resulting in prolonged mice survival (36). Thus, PCDH10 may be an effective therapeutic target for the treatment of CRC and the mechanism requires attention.

4. Aberrant promoter methylation and inactivation of PCDH10 in CRC

DNA methylation represents one of the most studied types of epigenetic marker in CRC (37). The methylation of CpG islands in the gene promoter region may induce chromatin conformational modifications and inhibit the access of the transcriptional machinery, thus altering gene expression levels. The downregulation of cadherins or their functional alterations...
have been frequently observed in human malignancies (38). Several studies have demonstrated the aberrant methylation of the PCDH10 promoter region in a wide spectrum of types of cancer by various techniques, such as methylation-specific polymerase chain reaction (MSP PCR) and MSP quantitative (q) PCR and high-resolution melting (HRM) analysis (35). Promoter methylation and transcriptional silencing of PCDH10 were detected in all analyzed colorectal carcinoma cell lines, but not in immortalized normal epithelial cell lines (11). Ying et al (18) demonstrated that the transcriptional silencing of PCDH10 may be reversed by pharmacologic demethylation with 5-aza-2’-deoxycytidine or genetic demethylation with double knockout of DNA methyltransferase (DNMT)1 and DNMT3B in the colorectal cancer HCT116 cell line, suggesting a direct epigenetic mechanism (18). The aberrant methylation of the PCDH10 promoter was also observed in 43-85% of colorectal cancer tissues in several studies, indicating that PCDH10 methylation is a frequent event in colorectal carcinogenesis (11,35,39). In the present study, PCDH10 methylation was detected in colorectal cancer samples, but not in paired adjacent colorectal tissues, in accordance with the study by Yu et al (35), suggesting that the aberrant promoter methylation of PCDH10 is specific to colorectal cancer cells.

As recognized previously, candidate TSGs may be inactivated through epigenetic inactivation, biallelic genetic inactivation or the two (7). Notably, the allelic loss of PCDH10 was revealed in 53/171 types of colorectal carcinoma and the expression of the PCDH10 gene was silenced or markedly down-regulated in 41 of the aforementioned 53 types of colorectal carcinoma compared with their matched normal mucosa, indicating genetic deletion may be an additional mechanism for PCDH10 inactivation in CRC (36), although Ying et al (18) did not detect any homozygous deletion of the PCDH10 gene in CRC cell lines. This suggests that the epigenetic inactivation and genetic alteration of PCDH10 serve important roles in the development of CRC. Additional study is required to assess whether other types of genetic inactivation, including point mutations, are involved in colorectal tumorigenesis.

5. Non-invasive biomarker for CRC diagnosis

CRC prognosis remains poor, and the 5-year survival rates are >90% for patients with early stage disease but decrease to <10% in patients with distant metastases (40). The early detection of CRC through screening programs that detect mucosal

Table I. Molecule/complex that interact with or are regulated by PCDH10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule/complex</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nap1, WAVE1</td>
<td>Actin assembly/cell migration</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wnt/β-catenin pathway</td>
<td>Cell cycle/apoptosis, carcinogenesis</td>
<td>18,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDKN1A, FGFR2, and HTATIP2</td>
<td>Apoptosis, growth, invasion and metastasis</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF-kappa B pathway</td>
<td>Apoptosis</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hBex1</td>
<td>Drug resistance</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAP1/Wave1, Nck-associated protein 1/WAVE1; CDKN1A, cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 1A; HTATIP2, HIV-1 Tat interactive protein 2; NF-κB, nuclear factor-kappaB.
changes that are predictive of colorectal tumors may reduce the incidence and mortality rates of this disease (41,42). However, novel biomarkers that are absent in the healthy population and present in patients with CRC need to be identified, particularly those that may be detected at the early development stage of the disease and applied in screening tests. Since methylated genes that are present in tumor tissues may be identified in serum/plasma, stool or ascitic fluid, epigenetic biomarkers represent a well-suited biological material for a non-invasive screening method for CRC diagnosis (43). Using the MSP qPCR method, Danese et al (44) demonstrated that the PCDH10 promoter methylation was detected in 94.0% of surgically resected tumors and in 62.7% of plasma samples, with a high concordance rate between tissues and plasma samples of 66.6% in total, and 76.3% in patients with early (stage I/II) CRC (45), demonstrating a significant correlation between PCDH10 methylation in cell-free DNA and tumor tissue. Since methylated alleles may be detected with a high degree of sensitivity, there is great scope in using methylation as a potential early detection system for CRC. Stool DNA is another well-suited biological material for CRC diagnosis. The methylated PCDH10 promoter sequence in stool as a biomarker may be investigated in additional studies. With respect to CRC diagnosis, fecal occult blood tests (FOBT) are a commonly used non-invasive screening procedure, which reduce CRC-associated mortality by 20% when performed every 2 years (46). Detecting PCDH10 methylation in plasma and/or stool, combined with FOBT, may be a good diagnostic regimen to improve the sensitivity and effectiveness. Additional case-control studies are required to address this issue.

Whether PCDH10 may be a prognostic biomarker has also been investigated. However, a significant association has not been revealed between PCDH10 methylation status and tumor node metastasis staging, DFS or OS in CRC (35). A possible reason for this is that PCDH10 promoter methylation is an early event in CRC carcinogenesis, and is hypothesized to be the cause, rather than the outcome, of carcinogenesis. Additionally, the different extent, full or partial, of promoter methylation may affect the gene expression level and function. Thus, it is important to determine the presence and extent of gene methylation. Jao et al (36) reported that genetic and/or epigenetic alterations contribute to the PCDH10 inactivation that occurs in the majority of CRC tumors, and the genetic aberration of PCDH10 was demonstrated to be significantly associated with tumor progression and distant metastasis, indicating it may be an independent predictor of poor survival rates for patients with CRC. Heitzer et al (47) found that the promoter methylation statuses of PCDH10, SPARC and UCHL1 may be used as prognostic and predictive molecular markers for patients with CRC, and facilitate treatment decisions for stage II colorectal cancer. These results suggest that genetic changes or epigenetic aberrations of PCDH10, combined with other biomarkers, may exhibit prognostic value for CRC.

6. Conclusion

Aberrant methylation of the PCDH10 promoter, causing gene inactivation, is a frequent and early event in CRC. PCDH10 has been identified as an important TSG, with key roles in colorectal carcinogenesis, invasion and metastasis. PCDH10 methylation status may be a valuable non-invasive biomarker for the diagnosis of CRC.
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